hello islanders welcomed back to news

you can use

I want to just go over a few couple

things we did choose our committees for

they learning forward planning that

we're doing for fall for how school is

gonna start up in the fall so there will

be some parents and students and staff

on that committee and more information

will be coming out from our

superintendent and in the next couple of

weeks I also want to talk about our

attendance winners we had eight students

who were picked out of the drawing for

outstanding attendance and into classes

so those eight students know who they

are and we congratulate you students
also we have graduation happening on

Tuesday June the ninth

there still be classes for grades 9 10 and 11 but on June the 9th for our seniors they will be walking for graduation I just want to put in a reminder that we still have to follow the rules of covin 19 so we want to make sure that people be aware that we cannot have viewers at the graduation it can only be people in their cars to be able to do the viewing and that's the family members of our seniors so if you come to view the graduation you'll be politely asked to leave because we need to make sure that we don't have too many social gatherings also I wanted to mention that for seniors remember it's gonna be a
long day and we want to make sure that
you come during your scheduled time so
you don't miss your opportunity to walk
for graduation so the first group to go
is last names to start with alphabet a
to fo and that time is 9 o'clock to
10:30 the next group to go is fr through
Li and that is 10:30 to 12:00 the next
group is alphabet L o through RI from 12
o'clock to 1:30 and lastly our O through
Z will graduate from 1:30 to 3 in the
evening you will receive a link for the
evening portion of the virtual
graduation and we hope that you'll take
advantage of opening that virtual
graduation

to see the speeches of some of our
students our senior senior class
officers our valedictorians our superintendent myself and also our teacher who is selected to speak on behalf of the seniors we also have some other kinds of opportunities for seniors to see every senior and where their what what they're doing for next year and also to recognize each senior individually so we hope that you will take advantage of getting on the virtual graduation lastly I just want to remind you that if you still have fine students particularly seniors you'll need to work through Valerie P Rhine at Valerie P Rhine at merge Salina Mercer Island schools org for freshman sophomore and juniors you still have about eight more
days left of school we want you to take full advantage of those eight days if you have some lessons that you need to get caught up on or assignments this is the opportunity to put it into high gear and to get completed this year so that you can pass the classes again have a wonderful weekend and we'll see you next week take care of Islanders go Islanders